Solicitors Belfast Northern Ireland Receive Invitation To Join
Lawyer Directory

( March 20, 2017 ) Belfast, Northern Ireland, BT55HP -- In a climate where companies tend to
inform only their closest business associates about new products or services, "Trial Lawyer
Directory" opted to be much more progressive by announcing their business directory internet wide
and allowing lawyers and solicitors in Belfast to register early.The launch took place early in January
2017 and it unveiled a unique new way for law firms Belfast to showcase their websites and services
at the top of Google.Owner of the "Trial Lawyer Directory", Stuart Longridge says:"the idea was
always to create a more powerful and exclusive directory listing where companies can display their
"full working website" on page one rather than the limited and crowded listing we all know"It should
be very worthwhile as it will help Belfast solicitors and lawyers showcase their websites higher in the
search results and maybe even the Google 3 pack where the majority of people are looking for their
help."Trial Lawyer Directory's" is a new concept and its uniqueness will help businesses showcase
their websites on page one without having to pay for expensive back linking techniques.When asked
about the Business directory for law firms and solicitors Belfast, creator of the directory said:"it's
going to be very successful as companies don't want to pay 1000's of pounds every month hoping
their website reaches page one - with our directory their website can be on the first page in mere
minutes""Trial Lawyer directory" is now live.To find out more about the directory for solicitors Belfast
please visit:http://triallawyer.co.ukAbout Paitakhtco:"Trial Lawyer directory" was established in 2016
alongside the "Plumbers My Area" directory and "Commercial Estate Agent" directory. Stuart
Longridge created the concept specifically to help companies make it to page one and have their
website listed at the top of Google within minutes rather than months.
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